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Spring is one of my favourite times of the year.

The days hold the promise of better weather (I

am an optimist), flowers bloom, bees buzz, birds

tweet and there is a fresh positive outlook on

life as we gallop through yet another year. With

that in mind I thought it would be good to show

you how the Practice has gone through it's own

'Spring' transformation. As you can see, what a

difference 10 years makes! However the quality

of dentistry, the patient care and the 'old

school' professionalism and passion has been

alive for several decades in this building no

matter how it has looked from the outside. I

should know. It is 30 years this year that I have

worked here. First as a graduate fresh out of

dental school nappies, then as an Associate and

now as the Principal owner after I bought the

practice in 2008. 

    

 

 I have never lost focus of the fact that our patients deserve the best in dental
health care and  that is what we strive to deliver every day. We are not a big
corporate practice, nor do we get any government funding and in a time when
some of the 'big boys' are going into liquidation, we are still here delivering high
quality dentistry and the best in patient care. As a small family business we very
much need your ongoing support so please do visit us regularly for your oral health
care (prevention is better than a root canal treatment!), leave us a Google review,
follow us on social media and recommend us to your friends and family. And
because I believe in special offers being for patients who have shown their loyalty
and support to us,  I have a special Spring Offer to say:
                     ''Thank You! We wouldn't be here without you!'' 

              
                  Dr Sarveen Mann



WHAT IS AIRFLOW POLISH?

SPRING SPECIAL OFFER

Free Airflow Polish 

included with every oral hygiene

session when booked on a

Wednesday upto 29th April 2020

Airflow Polish is a cosmetic treatment designed to
remove staining on teeth caused by food and drink

that cause this staining. Examples include black
coffee, tea, red wine and tobacco. It gives you a

brighter smile in minutes.
We use the NSK Prophymate which delivers a fine jet

of air, water and a powder made up of tiny,
spherical, calcium carbonate particles. It gently,

quickly and effectively removes teeth stains,
especially in areas which are difficult to access with

a polishing brush.



It will certainly give you a brighter smile as it
removes superficial staining on your teeth. 

It cannot however change the base of the colour of
your teeth. For this you will need to have our

Boutique or Zoom Teeth Whitening Procedure with
our dental therapist who will include the Airflow

Polish as part of the procedure.

WILL IT WHITEN MY TEETH?

It will give you a brighter,cleaner smile and is perfect
for having done before a special occasion. 

We always recommend you have it done straight
after an oral hygiene session as the effects will be

greater having had calculus and plaque removed by
your Hygienist beforehand. 

It does not cause sensitivity as there is no heat
generated during the procedure.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF AIRFLOW
POLISH?



We would like you to try the Airflow Polish for free! 
You need to book on a Wednesday and you will need
to have an oral hygiene session which is to be paid

for as normal.
 (If you are a member at the practice your oral

hygiene session is covered on your membership
plan). If you know someone who would like to take
this offer but is not a patient at the practice they

will need to book our 45 minute New Patient
Hygienist session. The Airflow Polish will then be
added on to the end of their visit at no additional

charge.
Please do call our Reception Team on 0207 385 8366

and we will be happy to answer any questions.
We look forward to introducing you to our

 Airflow Polish!

WHAT EXACTLY IS THE SPECIAL
OFFER?

To book for an Airflow Polish costs £65. We would
highly recommend you book it with your oral

hygiene session which would give a better result as
your Hygienist will have first removed any calculus

and plaque on your teeth. 
As is our practice ethos: 
Health before cosmetics!

WHAT DOES IT NORMALLY COST?


